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ABUSE OF OFFICE BY A UNION REPRESENTATIVE 

 
  "Free Speech Rights" of Union Representatives in Weingarten Interviews and in dealing with 

Employer Representatives 

  Just how far can a steward or union representative go in objecting to questions being asked 

by a management representative in a pre-discipline interview (Weingarten) or in enthusiastic and 

sometimes heated discussions with management representatives on issues such as safety-

controversial jobs, grievance meetings, job assignment disputes, etc.? 

  In cases where the employer takes disciplinary action against a union officer or when an 

employer refuses to allow a specific union officer access to pre-discipline interviews, etc. (and where 

an alternate representative is not permitted access), the employer is likely to receive an unfair labor 

practice charge/Section 8(a)(a). 

  The NLRB has ruled that while a steward has a right to express his/her views, that right must 

be balanced against the employer's right to investigate employee misconduct. (New Jersey Bell 

Telephone Company, 308 NLRB No. 32, 141 LRRM 1017 {August 18, 1992}.) 

  In New Jersey Bell Telephone, the steward was loudly and repeatedly objecting to the 

employer's representative asking the same question repeatedly to an employee in a pre-discipline 

interview.  The NLRB ruled that repeating the same question with slight alternative rephrasing is a 

common investigative technique, especially in light of the fact that the employee's answers were 

"vague and inconclusive." 

  In New Jersey Bell Telephone the union representative, after repeated interruptions of the 

meeting, refused to leave the meeting as directed, and was ejected by a police escort. 

  In such cases the NLRB has, more or less, adopted or given support to the use of a "rule of 

reason" in defining the limits or boundaries of conduct for union representatives.  In effect, the union 

representative has the right to ask questions, confer with and counsel the employee involved (even 

in private, if so requested), and participate in the interview, so long as he or she does not interfere 

with the employer's investigation. 

  The employer representative who is compelled to reduce unnecessary interference or 

interruption by requesting the union representative to leave, or in severe cases, by administering 

disciplinary action, should keep in mind that the union representative is acting in the capacity of his 

or her office.  As such, the misconduct of the representative should be characterized as "abuse of 

office" and the steps outlined on the MARC "Abuse of Office" checklist should be followed in the 

interests of (a) providing the union representative the opportunity to "cool off,” (b) allowing the 

employer representative to ultimately proceed with the investigation (or assignment) without 

unnecessary interruption, and (c) avoiding the necessity for cumbersome confrontation and the 

likelihood of disciplinary action to the union representative. 

  Following cautions or warnings by the supervisor, if the union representative does not cease 

the unnecessary interruptions, the employer representative may choose to end the investigation and 

follow up later with another union representative present or the supervisor may take other action, as 

appropriate, according to the "Abuse of Office" checklist. 

  In safety-controversial job assignment discussions between a supervisor and a union 

representative, the supervisor should follow the MARC Checklist regarding "Right-to-relief from a job 

for safety reasons" and the provisions, if any, in the Collective Bargaining Agreement or the Safety 

Policy dealing with resolution of safety disputes.  In such cases, if the union representative continues 

to unnecessarily interfere with the employer's right to assign work (with considerations followed on 

the "safety relief" checklist), the supervisor may choose to temporarily relieve the union 

representative of the duties he or she is performing for the employer.  Consideration of the "Abuse of 

Office" checklist and MARC disciplinary action checklists would then assist the supervisor, acting in 

a consensus fashion, to determine the ultimate corrective action or disciplinary action to be 

administered. 
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One of the most important considerations, in abuse of office instances as discussed above, 

is for the supervisor, as soon as the interruption or interference goes beyond "reasonable objection" 

by the union representative, to verbally warn the representative that the conduct is deemed to be 

"abuse of office" and that if it continues, relief-of-duties of the representative and disciplinary action 

are likely to occur.  It is very important that such a warning be given prior to relief-of-duties, except in 

the most severe cases, and it is also most often helpful if a short break or "cooling off" period is 

utilized before proceeding. 

 

NOTE:  For a more complete discussion of the New Jersey Bell Telephone Company case and its 

implications regarding free speech rights of union representatives, see EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 

LAW JOURNAL, Vol. 18, No. 4/Spring 1993, pages 647-653. 
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STEWARD CONDUCT/DISCIPLINE FOR "ABUSE  
OF OFFICE" DURING REPRESENTATION 

 
  The role of the steward does not give the steward immunity from discipline, or the right to 

violate employer rules, to abuse work time, to neglect employment-related job duties or treat 

supervisors disrespectfully. 

  If during a meeting, the officer's conduct becomes overly boisterous, aggressive, or 

disrespectful, the supervisor should use a "cooling-off period" to permit the officer to regain proper 

composure. The supervisor should take great care not to become involved in a shouting or name-

calling match. The supervisor should caution the boisterous representative and remind the 

representative of the need on the part of the representative to "set a good example." 

  A "good faith" bargaining relationship demands that both parties' representatives maintain 

dignity and respect and show consideration for others, acting as equals. The supervisor should at all 

times act in a manner toward union stewards or officers so as not to degrade them or embarrass 

them in the presence of those represented by the union stewards and officers. 

  The supervisor should recognize the obvious signs that a business meeting may be 

degenerating below the level of proper decorum where continuation of the meeting would be 

counterproductive. Obvious signs of deterioration include: repetition of positions in louder voices; 

interjection of purely hypothetical issues; use of personal non-complimentary references or 

criticisms; interjection of obscenities, profanity, or vulgarity; or the use of threatening or degrading 

gestures. The appropriate prudent supervisory action is to end the meeting and seek the assistance 

of labor relations representatives to prevent reoccurrence. See the CHECKLIST FOR IMMEDIATE 

RESPONSE TO VERBAL ABUSE DURING UNION-MANAGEMENT MEETINGS. 

  Before administering any disciplinary action to a union steward/officer, the supervisor should 

be aware that two criticisms are likely to be raised: 

  1) The action was taken in retaliation for the activities of the representative's office. 

  2) The action was taken in retaliation for the steward's past grievance activity. 

The supervisor should anticipate these criticisms and be able to rebut them if his/her action is 

formally challenged. Before disciplining a steward or union officer, the supervisor should consult 

the specific items on the CHECKLIST OF STEPS FOR "BUSINESS DISCIPLINE" FOR UNION 

STEWARD/OFFICER "ABUSE OF OFFICE", and the supervisor should consider the effects of 

the following items which are likely to be raised: 

___ What disciplinary action would be administered to a non-steward under the same 

circumstances? 

___ What has been the union and grievance activity of the steward in the past? (Recently?) 

___ What is the relationship between the employer and the union, in particular with this steward? 

___ Remember, the supervisor and the employer may be required to disprove retaliation, whether or 

not supporting evidence is offered. 

___ Did the supervisor make an error to which the steward is objecting?  What were the specific 

comments of both the steward and the supervisor during the assignment, confrontation, dispute, 

interview, etc.? 

___ Did the supervisor in any way provoke or encourage the steward's action? 

___ Did the supervisor act responsibly with dignity and respect? 

___ Were others involved in the incident? 

___ What is the usual relationship and mutual conduct of the parties involved? 

___ What has been the term of office and experience of the steward, the supervisor?  Is either new 

to his/her position? 

___ What has been the supervisor's reputation in the union in the past? 

___ Were proper representation rights extended to the steward during the incident or during the 

interviews or interrogation that led to discipline? 
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--------------------------------------------------NOTES--------------------------------------------------- 
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CHECKLIST FOR IMMEDIATE SUPERVISORY RESPONSE TO VERBAL ABUSE 
BY A UNION REPRESENTATIVE DURING UNION-MANAGEMENT MEETINGS 

 
___ OBJECT TO THE VERBAL ABUSE - "I do not appreciate such language/conduct. I do not use it 

in our meetings, and I respectfully request that you not use it. I would like to meet with you in 

good faith and in a respectable businesslike manner. I am not refusing to meet with you, but I 

will not continue to meet with you under these unreasonable conditions." 

 

___ WARN THE STEWARD IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING REPETITION OF THE ABUSE - "I will 

not continue to meet if you continue to use that language/conduct. I am not refusing to meet 

with you, but it is unreasonable for me to meet if you continue to do that. I would expect you to 

set a good example." 

 

___ TAKE A SHORT COOLING-OFF BREAK - "I would like to take a short break (five minutes) to 

allow you to cool off, then we will continue, so long as you do not continue to be abusive." Note: 

Allow the steward and employee to remain in the meeting room, while the supervisors step 

outside for a few minutes. 

 

___ FOLLOWING A COOLING-OFF BREAK, IF ABUSE CONTINUES, END MEETING - "I will not 

continue to meet with you under these abusive conditions. I will inform our labor relations 

department and we will decide upon what action we will take. I am not refusing to meet with 

you, but I will not meet with you under these unreasonable conditions." 

 

___ INFORM LABOR RELATIONS DEPARTMENT OF THE INCIDENT - Allow labor relations 

department to inform the top-level union leaders, and attempt to resolve the matter. 

 

___ RECONVENE THE MEETING AT A LATER DATE - At the start of the new meeting state, "We 

won't allow repetition of the earlier conduct. We are here to meet in good faith, but we will not 

meet under unreasonable conditions." 

 

___ REMEMBER THAT THE STEWARD IS DOING TWO JOBS, one for the union and one for the 

employer.  His/her actions while he/she is doing his/her "union job" are "protected" from 

retaliation, but...that does not give him/her the right to be abusive and that does not give him/her 

the right to neglect the job he/she is to do for the employer. 

 

___ TO DISCIPLINE THE STEWARD FOR "ABUSE OF UNION OFFICE", FOLLOW THE STEPS 

OUTLINED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES. 
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CHECKLIST OF STEPS OF "BUSINESS DISCIPLINE" FOR UNION 
STEWARD/OFFICER "ABUSE OF OFFICE" FOR MISCONDUCT DURING 

UNION-MANAGEMENT MEETING   
 
REMEMBER: THE STEWARD IS DOING TWO JOBS - ONE FOR THE EMPLOYER - ONE FOR 

THE UNION. 

 

HOWEVER, IF THERE IS REPEATED ABUSE TOWARD THE SUPERVISORS OR WHENEVER 

THE STEWARD'S ACTIONS OR CONDUCT IS ABUSIVE OR DISRESPECTFUL TO 

MANAGEMENT OR DISRUPTIVE OF EFFORTS TO MEET AND DEAL AND CONDUCT 

BUSINESS "IN GOOD FAITH," TAKE FORMAL STEPS TO CORRECT THE MISCONDUCT USING 

THE FOLLOWING "BUSINESS DISCIPLINE" STEPS. (DO NOT TAKE " JOB PERFORMANCE 

DISCIPLINE" ACTION, UNLESS THE STEWARD'S JOB PERFORMANCE IS ALSO DEFICIENT.) 

 

VERBAL STEP (During the business meeting or during the business activity when the inappropriate 

conduct occurred.) 

 

___ Inform the steward that such conduct is unwarranted and immediately object to it and inform 

him/her to set a good example. The supervisor should not respond in kind or become abusive. 

 

___ Request explanations for use of objectionable conduct or phrases by requesting specific 

information that would allow management to "intelligently investigate" and "verify" allegations. 

 

___ Object to the conduct as "unreasonable." 

 

___ State: "We are not refusing to meet with you, but we will not meet under these unreasonable 

conditions." State: "We do not use such terms/act that way toward you and we will not condone 

that used toward us." 

 

___ Call a break or "cooling off" period and inform Labor Relations Manager of the incident. (Do not 

degrade the steward in front of those he/she represents.) 

 

___ After break inform the steward: "We would like to continue, but without the unreasonable 

conduct.  State: "We are here to deal in good faith." 

 

___ If abuse continues, end the meeting by repeating the above statement. 

 

___ Following the incident, the Labor Relations Manager should contact Union Top-Level Manager 

and object to the misconduct and request it to be stopped. 

 

VERBAL WARNING STEP (After repeated abuse/misconduct) 

 

___ The Labor Relations Manager should meet with Top-Level Union Officer and object to the 

conduct and state that Management is willing to meet but not under these unreasonable 

conditions, and request the Union's Top-Level Manager to take steps to end the abuse (if the 

initial response above did not end the abuse). 

 

WRITTEN STEP (If misconduct continues in future meetings or dealings or if the above repetition is 

severe) 

 

___ In a letter from the Labor Relations Manager to the Top-Level Union Officer with a copy to the 

steward involved, state the conduct violates the spirit of the Agreement and is a failure to meet 

in good faith. 

 

___ In writing state that repetition of the "unreasonable" conduct will result in the employer taking 

appropriate action under the Agreement and under the NLRA provisions. 

 

(See next page for additional steps of discipline.) 
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CHECKLIST OF STEPS OF "BUSINESS DISCIPLINE" FOR UNION 
STEWARD/OFFICER "ABUSE OF OFFICE" FOR MISCONDUCT DURING 

UNION-MANAGEMENT MEETING 

 
___ If wild accusations or emotional claims are made, request in writing, in a letter from the Labor 

Relations Manager to the Union's Top-Level Officer..."information to verify the claims made in 

order to permit Management to investigate the claims and to intelligently prepare a response." 

 

___ Consider filing a formal grievance under the Agreement (if applicable), and if Agreement 

provides for it, or in conjunction with the letter have the Labor Relations Manager meet with the 

Top Level Union Officer to formally object to the misconduct and to solicit the Union Official's 

cooperation in controlling the Steward. 

 

___ Consider filing of  a formal Unfair Labor Practice/Improper Practice Claim against the Union. 

 

___ Identify the misconduct as "abuse of office as Union officer." 

 

"EQUIVALENT SUSPENSION" STEP (If misconduct continues in future meetings or dealings, or if 

the above repetition is severe) 

 

___ In a formal letter from the company Labor Relations Manager to the Union Top-Level Officer 

with a copy to the steward involved, request the Union Top-Level Manager either attend the 

meetings himself/herself or provide an alternate Union representative in the future, and state 

that as a result of continuous poor-practice conduct of the local officer, Management 

representatives will not meet alone with the Local Officer in the future.  State that failure of the 

Union to provide a representative who will deal in good faith will result in  Management taking 

appropriate action under the Agreement and under the NLRA provisions. 

 

___ Identify the misconduct as "abuse of office as Union Officer." 

 

"EQUIVALENT TERMINATION" STEP (If misconduct persists or if Top-Level Union Officer does not 

correct the problem) 

 

___ Consider formal grievance/arbitration against the Union for violation of the spirit of Agreement 

and/or for failure to provide Management with "necessary and relevant" information and for 

failure to deal "in good faith" if appropriate, or,  

 

___ Consider formal NLRB charges for "failure to deal in good faith." 
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